Release Notes - October - 1 2016




Improvement
o Each Transfer Object Name Must Be Proper CamelCase
o Detailed Exception Messages
o ErrorHandler Dependency to Propel
o New Zed UI Elements
o Removing symfony/var-dumper
o Touch Filters
Bugfixes
o Customer Gateway Exception
o Deleting Voucher Codes
o New Relic Request Headers
o Order Security in Demoshop
o Wrong Method Name in New Relic

Improvement

Each Transfer Object Name Must Be Proper CamelCase

With this release we make sure that transfer objects follow the camelcase naming convention. Previously the generator did
not strictly check the casing of the transfer names, which was leading to a risk of having project problems when mixing the
casing by accident. Now an exception is thrown for any non camelcase definition for the developer to be informed early
enough.

Please make sure you do not directly deploy after pulling this patch. You must at least run transfer:generateonce locally or
on staging to make sure you are up to date with the new transfer class generation requirements.
Also please make sure you modified all transfer names (e.g. calculatedDiscount to CalculatedDiscount) on project level.
Affected Bundles

Major

Minor

n/a

n/a

Patch

- Discount 3.2.1
- DiscountCalculationConnector 3.1.1
- DiscountSalesAggregatorConnector 2.1.1
- ProductOptionDiscountConnector 3.1.1
- SalesAggregator 2.0.1
- Transfer 2.1.1

Detailed Exception Messages

Each request and error is automatically logged by New Relic. Previously when a request was made to Zed and Zed did not
recognise the user, the request was either missing or logged by New Relic with a generic message ‘Customer not found’. To
make the debugging easier the log entry now contains customer registration key in the message description.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Minor

Patch

n/a

- Customer 2.1.6

ErrorHandler Dependency to Propel

The ErrorHandler dependency to Propel has been removed. We have also removed any code in this bundle that was using
Propel because it was working only for older Propel versions.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

New Zed UI Elements

Minor
n/a

Patch

- ErrorHandler 1.0.1

ALong the way of standardizing Zed UI, we have introduced some new UI elements.

We added twig function to create tabs in Zed template. We mostly use those tabs in create and edit forms to organize the
form into logical steps. For usage documentation please refer to Spryker/Zed/Gui/Presentation/Tabs/tabs.twig. We added
ibox and localized-ibox UI elements. This element is used currently to manage localized content. For usage documentation
please refer
to Spryker/Zed/Gui/Presentation/Partials/ibox.twig and Spryker/Zed/Gui/Presentation/Partials/localizedibox.twig.
In addition to this we also updated the Discounts UI to make use of those new elements.
Affected Bundles
Major

Minor

n/a

Patch

- Gui 2.2.0

n/a

Removing symfony/var-dumper

To enable projects to use newer versions of the VarDumper, we have removed symfony/var-dumper from `spryker/symfony
composer.json. If you would like to use VarDumper you will need to add it to your own composer.json. Please make sure that
you use it only in development environment.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Touch Filters

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Symfony 2.1.4

When calling a method from touchFacadeto bulk touch, IdFilterInsert and IdFilterUpdate classes are used. Because of
the CHUNK_SIZE limitation it was not possible to have more than 250 results. Now we have assured that even sizes beyond 250
work correctly.

Affected Bundles
Major

Minor

n/a

Patch

n/a

Bugfixes

- Touch 2.2.3

Customer Gateway Exception

If the user was not found, customerAction was throwing an exception on Gateway side. This was leading to unnecessary log
entries because it was caught too late on Yves side. The exception is now caught early and the Client will not have to deal with
the issue.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Deleting Voucher Codes

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Customer 2.1.7

When deleting voucher codes of a specific discount, all existing voucher codes of all discounts were being deleted. This bug is
fixed now to make sure that only the voucher codes belonging to that specific discount are being removed.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

New Relic Request Headers

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Discount 3.1.4

The headers were not sent as expected to NewRelicApi. This is fixed now and x-api-key is now properly passed into the
request.

Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Minor
n/a

Order Security in Demoshop

Patch

- NewRelic 2.1.3

In Demoshop it was possible to view the details of any order by choosing an existing order id. This security issue is now
resolved. Customers are now able to view only the details of their own orders.
Affected Bundles
Major

Minor

n/a

Patch

n/a

- Sales 2.2.8

Wrong Method Name in New Relic

A wrong method name in RecordDeploymentConsole was leading to an exception. This issue is fixed now.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Minor
n/a

Patch

- NewRelic 2.1.2

